ClearView has many years’ experience of manufacturing video systems to meet police needs. ClearView’s **PaceNet** is a lightweight, reliable, simple to use system which complies with all the latest Criminal Justice Department, British Standards, PACE and HOSDB guidelines.

**Features:**
- Two simple touchscreen ‘record’ and ‘end interview’ controls
- Secure local or central storage of recordings
- Choice of recording formats including MPEG2, MPEG4, MP3, WAV & VOB
- Download onto USB or up to five DVD-video discs
- Transcription and viewing from networked PCs
- Configurations available for suspect, witness, child or victim recording

**A PaceNet Network:**

**Benefits**
- Easiest system to use - can be used by all staff members
- DVD-Video format can be easily read on other devices
- Video recorded to hard disk for extra data security
- Multiple users can view, transcribe or annotate files
- One system can be used for suspects, witnesses and children

**Features**
- Lightweight, compact recorder
- Fixed and mobile applications
- Stand-alone or networked
- Ultra-simple controls
- Instant email of recording or transcript
- Secure central storage
- Standard ‘high street’ format (.vob)
- Transcription via DVD player or PC
- Configurations for suspects, witnesses & children
- Annotate recordings live or on replay
Benefits of the PaceNet network:
- Secure central storage and backup of recordings
- Easy movement of recordings around the network
- No need for physical bagging and transport of media
- Straightforward access to recordings and transcripts
- Easy monitoring of live interviews from different network locations
- Effortless access to logs of all activities associated with each interview

Instant and easy note-taking:
PaceNet uniquely allows staff to make notes which are automatically linked to the recording both during an interview, or when replaying an interview recording. These may be comments, or a full transcript. When replaying the notes, the relevant section of the interview can be replayed instantly from a single mouse click.

- Instantly find relevant video sequence by clicking time link
- Search and retrieve section of recording from keyword
- Annotate and review live video or previous footage

Easy data search of transcriptions and notes:

Fred Bloggs pulled a knife

Physical dimensions: 346w x 178h x 223d mm
Weight: Approx. 4.2kg

If you are interested in state-of-the-art interview recording systems, please call now on 01245 214104 or email enquiries@clearview-communications.com